CTO Clinic
- Table
- 2 Representatives
- Tier 1 Local Sponsorship
- 3 Min Panel/ Presentation to entire CTO Clinic audience
- VIP seat for lunch
- Priority Signage

Acknowledgment of Partnership at Advisory Day
- Table
- 1 Representative
- 5 Min Panel/ Presentation to full advisory day audience

Vendor Summit
- 1 Representative to attend dinner with the METAA Board

METAA Website
- Acknowledgment on the METAA sponsorship page on website including graphics and a brief description of services

Tech Directors ListServ (over 400 MA Technology Directors on the listserv)
- Company contact and information posted twice a year

---

CTO Clinic
- Table
- 2 Representatives
- Tier 2 Local Sponsorship

Acknowledgment of Partnership at Advisory Day
- Table
- 1 Representative
- 5 Min Panel/ Presentation to full advisory day

Vendor Summit
- 1 Representative to attend dinner with the METAA Board

METAA Website
- Acknowledgment on the METAA sponsorship page on website including graphics and a brief description of services

---

CTO Clinic
- Table
- 2 Representatives
- Tier 2 Local Sponsorship

Acknowledgment of Partnership at Advisory Day
- Table
- 1 Representative
- 5 Min Panel/ Presentation to full advisory day

Vendor Summit
- 1 Representative to attend dinner with the METAA Board

METAA Website
- Acknowledgment on the METAA website including graphics and a brief description of services

---

Partnership Member
- Notification of METAA events and opportunities

METAA Website
- Company name listed on Partnership website page